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Vase 
What is this made of: Favrile glass

When was this made: 1893-1896

Where was this made: United States

Who made this: Louis Comfort Tiffany

Where can I find it in the museum: The American Wing,

Gallery 899 

Fun fact: Tiffany & Company, the famous jewelry store was

Started by Louise's father.

By: Aiden K.       

      

   



Aiden M
 Who made this?
Jacob Halder
What is this made of?
Steel, gold, leather, 
textile
When was this made?
1586
Where was this made?
Europe; United 
Kingdom, England, 
London, Greenwich
Where can I find it?
Arms and Armor
 What is it called Armor of 
George Clifford, Third Earl 
of Cumberland

Fun fact part of the 
armor doesn’t 
belong! 
It’s the glove or 
gauntlet it was 
replaced by a similar 
piece of armor made 
several decades later 



The Death of Socrates                                 Alinea :)

What it is made of: Oil on a canvas

When it was made: 1787

Where it was made: Europe, France

Who made it: Jacques Louis David 

Where can you see it in the museum: 
The European paintings section. It is 
not currently on display.

Fun fact: The artist signed his name 
in two different places on the 
painting! Take a look at the stone 
benches. (It’s hard to find).



What is it made of: wool

Who made it: Yves Saint Laurent

When was it made: Fall/Winter 1965-1966

Where was it made: France, Europe

Where can I find it: The Costume Institute, Gallery 899

Fun Fact: The type of dress was called a shift, popular in the 1960s. It 
is designed after abstract paintings by Piet Mondrian. He used squares 
rectangles and thick black lines

Yves Saint Laurent Dress - Alex C



  The Dragon Jar
Made of: Porcelain with under glazed cobalt-Blue 
design

Made: Second half of the 18th century

Made in: Asia, Korea                 

Find it in: Asian art

Made by: Unknown 
By, Alex J

Fun fact: The jar was made at 
a workshop that made 
porcelain for the royal court.



Crossbow of Count Ulrich V of 
WürttembergWho made this: Heinrich Heid von Winterthur

What is this made of: Wood (European hornbeam), 
horn, animal sinew, staghorn, birch bark, iron alloy, 
copper alloy, pigment.

When was this made: 1460

Where was this made: europe; germany 

Where can I find it: Arms and Armor

Gallery 373  FUN FACT

The narrow white panels are 
carved from staghorn, which comes 
from the antlers of large male deer.

By: Andrew. C



Anneka
A fragment of a floor mosaic with personification of ktsis 

Its made out of marble and glass 

It was made around 500-550

You can find it in the medieval art and the cloisters 



Bennett
Cat

Made out of leaded bronze                                  

Made in 332 - 30 B.C.

Made in  Africa, Egypt.

Can find in Egyption Art (Gallery 134)

Fun fact: Ancient Egyptians  mummified millions of cats, etc at temples as gifts for 
the gods.



Blake:
Water Stone:
Who made it: Isamu Noguchi

 What is it made of: 
Basalt; on a foundation bed of                
naturally rounded granite stones

When was it made: 1986

Where was it made: Asia; Japan

Where you can find it: Asian Art Gallery 229

Fun Fact: The black rock of this sculpture weighs 
one ton—as heavy as a car—and is perfectly level 
in relation to the center of the earth.



Shō

Who made it: unknown

What is this made of: Bamboo wood, metal

When was this made: 19th century

Where was this made: Asia; Japan 

Where can I find it: Musical Instruments

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yUpr1F1dZt0 go here for demonstration



Henry
Terracotta krater.

Who made it? Herschfeld workshop.

What is it made of? Terracotta.

When was it made? Ca. 750-735 B.C.   

Where can i find it? Greek and roman art. (Gallery 150)

It originally stood on top of a grave.

The artwork was made in a geometric style.



Julian

Bronze head of a gryffin

Made of bronze

Made in 7th century b.c.e       

Made in greece

You can find it in the greek and roman art section 



The Aegean Sea
It’s made of oil on canvas.

It was made in 1877.

The location of its making is unknown.

The painter was Frederic Edwin Church.

It is shown in The American Wing, Gallery 760.

Fun fact: This was one of the last large-scale 
paintings ever done by the artist!

By Laya



Who made this: Kunz Lochner

What is this made of: Steel,Leather,Cepper,Alloy,Textile

When was this made: Dated 1548

Where was this made: Europe, Germany, Bavaria, Nuremberg      Horse Armor

Where can i find this: Arms and armor (gallery 371)

FUN FACT: The knight’s armor is not quite as heavy as it Looks, a full suit usually 
weighed between forty-five and fifty-five pounds-less than most soldiers carry into 
battle today.                                         

By: Leah.S

                                                                                                  



Lion
Made of: Hard-paste porcelain.

Made around: 1732.

Where:  Germany.  

Who: Meissen Manufactory.

Location: European sculpture and 

Decorative arts, gallery 533.

Fun Fact: this statue was once with more porecilan

animals. 

By: Luca

 

 



Choir Screen From The Cathedral Of Valladolid!

Who made it: Rafal Amezua 

What is it made of: Iron and limestone

When was it made: ca. 1763

Where was it made: France, Europe

Where to find it: European sculpture and arts

Fun fact: It weighs 60,000 pounds and it’s 52’ 

High and 42’ wide!   By:Lucius



Luke

who made this? Antoine-Emile Bourdelle

what is it made of?  Gilt bronze

when was this made?   1909

Herakles the Archer

Luke

Where was it made?  France, Europe

Where can you find it?  European 
sculptures and decorative arts

Fun fact- the man who posed for the 
sculpture didn't want his face to be 
recognized. artist kept his name Secret



Madison
The Temple of dendur 

Who made this:?

What is this made of : aeolian sandstone

When was this made : completed by 10 b.c.

Where was this made : Africa;Nubia



Muir

Piece:
Commode

Who made it:
André Charles Boulle

What was It made out of:
Walnut, engraved brass 
and tortoiseshell, 
gilt-bronze mounts, 
marble

When Was it made:
ca. 1710–20

Where was it made:
Paris, France

Where can I find this:
European Sculpture and 
Decorative Arts - Gallery 542

Fun Fact:
The feet of this 
chest of drawers 
are called harry 
paw feet



Natalie

What is it made of: faience 

When was it made: ca.1961-1878 b.c.

Where was it made: Africa, Egypt 

Where can I find it: Egyptian art gallery 111

Don't be fooled by the seemingly friendly appearance of 
this small figurine. In ancient Egypt, hippos represented 
the positive qualities of life and regeneration, but they 
were also among the most dangerous animals. Weighing 
several tons, hippos had huge teeth, could run fast on 
land, and could submerge themselves in water for 
minutes at a time, becoming a hazard for boats. Because 
Egyptians believed that small figures like this one could 
magically come alive, three of William's legs were 
purposely broken to protect its owner. The Museum 
restored them, so now he can stand again!

-Natalie 

 



Olive trees at collioure

 Who made it? Henri matisse 

What is it made of? Oil canvas 

When was this made? Summer 1906

Where was this made? Europe; france 

Where can i find it? The robert lehman Collection gallery 962

Fun fact: henri matisse likes to use bright colors next to each 
other so that they “sing together”                       

By: Roya Manchester



                        Storage jar decorated with mountain goats
Made of: ceramic and paint 

When it was made: 3600-4000 B.C

Made in: Asia, Iran 

Made by: unknown 

Can be found in: Ancient near eastern art, Gallery 406

Fun fact! Did you know that many pieces of art from this period of 
time were decorated with goats? Also the most common pieces 
of art found in ancient ruins are pieces of pottery.

By: Sara



The Little Fourteen year old  Dancer

Made by:Edgar Degas

Made of: Tinted bronze, cotton tarlatan, silk satin and wood 

When it was made: Cast made in 1922, Tutu made in 2018

Made in:Paris,France, Europe 

Where I can find it : European sculptures and decorative art gallery 899          Fun fact: When the 
original version of this sculpture was first displayed,  it wore a wig made of Horsehair! 

-By, Sahana Wood



Horse Armor 

Made by: Kunz Lochner 

Made of: steel, leather, cooper alloy, textile.

First made in: 1548.

Where was it made: Bavaria, Nuremberg, Germany; Europe. 

Where can I find it in the Museum: Arms and Armor Gallery 371. 

By Teagan. 



Wesley
Name: set of 52 playing cards 

What is it made out of: paper, pen and ink,opaque paint, glaze

and applied silver and gold

When was it made: ca. 1475–80

Where was it made: Europe; Netherlands

Where is it located: Medieval Art and The Cloisters

FUN FACT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!: This set of fifty-two cards is the only complete deck from its time and is in such good condition 
that it was probably never played.



Wiley

Name: Yoroi

Japanese warriors known as “Samurai” would wear this armor, most 
Often in combat

The armor itself is small pieces of metal connected together with silk
Laces and cords, making it flexible and easy to use.

This suit is very rare as it still has some of the original white laces
Holding the armor  together.

The armor itself was made in the 1300’s in Asia, Japan, and not many similar armors are left, this one 
being the last in the USA.

You can find the armor in the MET 5th avenue in gallery 377.



George Washington crossing the Delaware River

 made by: Emanuel Leutze

 made out of?: Oil on canvas

 

 Made in: 1851

made in:Dusseldorf, Germany 

Where can i find it?: The American Wing ( Gallery 760) 

It is the largest painting in the Met at about as long as a small school bus.

                      -William



Kamanche
What is is made of?  Wood, metal, animal skin, and 
inlaid mother-of-pearl and ivory
When was it made?  1869
Where was it made?  Iran
Who made it? (if known)  Unknown
Where in the museum can you see it?  Musical 
instruments
Fun facts: “The kamanche is one of the oldest bowed 
instruments in the world, and it inspired the construction 
of many European instruments, including the violin.”  
Although it comes from Iran, it is also used in Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan.  Watch it 
being played here:

By: Eugene



Marble Statue of a Lion

Made of: marble

Date: 400-390 B.C. (BCE)

Where: Greece

Location: Greek and Roman 

Art, gallery 156

Fact: This statue protected an ancient Greek tomb; it is the size of a real lion!

By: Jack


